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Axiom Arm: Code Description 

 

Main Libraries:  USB host shield (not included in Arduino by default) 

  Servo Library (included in Arduino by default) 

[Note: see pg. 4 for creative switch to turn on all servos] 

Main Functions:                  

Xbox.getButtonClick( i, …) When 
[L2,R2,UP,DOWN,LEFT,RIGHT,START,BACK,L
3,R3,L1,R1,A,B,X,Y] is pressed the code 
following this statement will initiate 

Xbox.getAnalogHat( i , …) When an analog hat is pulled, do this… 

servo1.detach() 
 

Detaches servo1 

servo1.attach(#) Attaches servo1 to specific pin (#) 

 

Defining and Setting up: 

#include < XBOXRECV.h> : The first line points to the XBOXRECV folder 
within the Usb Host-Shield Library. This 
needs to be included because there is a 
wireless sketch and a usb sketch for the 
library 
 

#include < Servo.h> :  Includes generic servo library that comes 
with the Arduino IDE 
 

#ifdef dobogusinclude and 
#endif 

Part of the original XBOXRECV code 

#include <spi4teensy3.h> Teensy is a usb board , therefore, this 
includes the usb host shield library 
 

#define LOOPTIME 25 Delay after timed loops 

#define SERVO1 2 Defines where the servo will be located : in 
this case Servo1 is attached to Digital pin 2 

#define SERVO1_INIT 90 Initial Condition for Servo1 : this was one of 
the missing lines from my last attempt at the 
code. This one line allows for feedback and 
makes the previous code much more 
accurate. 

#define SERVO1_STEP 3        Defines the steps value 
-For Xbox.getButtonClick 



#define SERVO2_RATE 
8/32000 

Defines a rate : the faster the joystick is 
moved to one side, the faster the rate[speed] 
of the servo will be : larger = faster 
-For Xbox.getAnalogHat 

#define 
SERVO1_DIRECTION 1 

Directions are arbitrary and since the servo 
can only spin cw, ccw, setting 1 or -1 will set 
cw or ccw 

#define SERVO1_MIN 2 
#define SERVO1_MAX 178 

Defines the minimum/maximum angle that 
Servo1 will have : usually, servos range from 
0 to 180 but this can change from servo to 
servo 
-Can be adjusted to avoid jittering at the end 
of the limits 

#define STICK_CENTER 0 Specific value on controller where it is 
“zeroed” or centered : where a reading of 
zero voltage occurs 

#define DEADZONE 7500 This is another initial condition that helped 
eliminate the jittering ; this value is by 
definition of the xbox 360 wireless controller 

 

Global Variables: 

USB Usb;. 
XBOXRECV Xbox(&Usb); 
 

All in accordance to original XBOXRECV code within the Usb Host 
Shield Library 

Servo servo1 Names the servo “Instantiate” 

unsigned long previousTime = 0;  
 

Accordance to XBOXRECV code 

int s1 = SERVO1_INIT Int = Integer : this defines the initial position of the servo and checks 
to see if this changes 
-Was the last very important piece of code that eliminated the jittering 

 

Void Setup:  

Serial.begin(115200); 
  while (!Serial) 
 
  if (Usb.Init() == -1) { 
    Serial.print(F("\r\nOSC did not start")); 
    while (1); //halt 
  } 
  Serial.print(F("\r\nXbox Wireless Receiver 
Initiated")); 
 

All in accordance to original XBOXRECV code :  
Serial.print  : When connected , will display in serial monitor  

  servo1.detach() This is an interesting bit of code : it is simple but when the 
controller and power is turned on, the servo is detached. 
The reason for this : I found that the servo would be “ hung up” , 
jitter, or go to the initial condition of 90°. And this was not intuitive. 
Instead : detach and when ready, initiate with button [ which 
makes more sense] 

 

 



Void Loop:  

void loop() { Syntax for begging void loop 

Usb.Task() 
 
if(Xbox.XboxReceiverConnected || 
Xbox.Xbox360Connected) { 
for(uint8_t i=0;i<4;i++) { 
if(Xbox.Xbox360Connected[i]) { 

 

By definition of original XBOXRECV code 
Loop only happens if Xbox Controller is connected 
to the receiver [ by pressing the Xbox center 
button] 

    if(millis() - previousTime > LOOPTIME) {  
 

Points back to the Looptime mentioned 
previously : stating that if this time right now is 
greater than looptime then do this 

if(Xbox.getButtonClick(i,L2)) {                                             
//Base Joint Servo PIN2 
             s1 = s1 + SERVO1_STEP*SERVO1_DIRECTION; 
             
          } 
 

If the L2 button is clicked on the Xbox 360 
controller then : take s1 [ which defined the initial 
condition of 90°] and add to the stepvalue X the 
direction : vectors need both a magnitude ( 
stepvalue) and a direction ( again remember the 
1 or -1) 

else if(Xbox.getButtonClick(i,R2)) { 
            s1 = s1 - SERVO1_STEP*SERVO1_DIRECTION; 
 

On the contrary ; if R2 is clicked, then take s1 
and subtract stepvalue X the direction 
In essence this bit of code “undoes” the other 
button click through the use of another button and 
subtracting instead of adding. 
Note: there may be other ways to do this. For 
example; using my original approach of mapping 
and then defining similar initial conditions. 

if(s1 > SERVO1_MAX) s1 = SERVO1_MAX 
 
          if(s1 < SERVO1_MIN) s1 = SERVO1_MIN 
 

This bit of code can be read : if S1 ( the initial 
condition of 90°) is greater than Servo Max ( 178 
) then s1 = servo1_Max 
 
In other words: this prevents the servo from going 
beyond the maximum value. The Max value is 
178 so if s1 reaches this max value, it will 
continue to spit out the max value. Simply put, 
when the servo gets to the max or min value { 2nd 
line } then the servo stays there and doesn’t do 
anything 

if (Xbox.getAnalogHat(i,RightHatY) > 
STICK_CENTER + DEADZONE || 
Xbox.getAnalogHat(i,RightHatY) < STICK_CENTER - 
DEADZONE) { 

If the Right Hat Y is pulled and is greater than the 
stick center ( zeroed position ) + the deadzone ( 
defined as 7500 for Xbox 360 Controller ) 
 
Or if the Right Hat Y is pulled and is less than the 
“ “ then write the next code 



            s2 = s2 + (Xbox.getAnalogHat(i,RightHatY) - 
STICK_CENTER)*SERVO2_RATE*SERVO2_DIRECTION; 
          } 
 
          if(s2 > SERVO2_MAX) s2 = SERVO2_MAX; 
          if(s2 < SERVO2_MIN) s2 = SERVO2_MIN; 
 

This is the only bit of code that Barrett Anderies 
wrote that I cannot yet appreciate. To my 
understanding :  
 
Take the s2 value (initial value of 90°) and add to 
it however much the right Hat Y was pulled over 
to minus the stick center ( the reference of zero). 
Then take that value and multiply it by a vector 
that defines the servo rate and direction. 
This last bit makes sense, although I had been 
trying to add this value instead of joining it to the 
analog button as shown. 
 
In essence, this bit of code takes the analog 
value of the joystick, using the ref. of stick center 
and “attaches” the servo to it by  a vector that 
defines the servo rate and direction 
The last 2 lines are the same as that mentioned 
previously. 
 
 

if(Xbox.getButtonClick(i,B))   {           // Safety Release 
 
              servo1.detach(); 
              servo2.detach(); 
              … 
              servo6.detach();      } 

Detaches all the servos :  
Serves two purposes :  

1) Safety Release in the rare case a servo 
is acting up 

2) Saves power 

if(Xbox.getButtonClick(i,A))  { 
            servo1.attach(2); 
            servo2.attach(3); 
            … 
            servo6.attach(7);      } 

Initiates all servos 
Serves 2 Purposes :  

1) Starts servos on your account **Creative 
Switch** 

2) Eliminates initial jittering, unwanted 
movements, and unsafe movements 
when the robot’s power is on 

 

if(Xbox.getButtonClick(i,START)) {       //Reset ALL Servos 
to initial positions when "start" button is pressed 
            s1 = SERVO1_INIT; 
            s2 = SERVO2_INIT; 
            … 
            s6 = SERVO6_INIT;         } 

Sets the Servos back to the initial position : 
defined as 90°at the beginning of the code 

if(Xbox.getButtonClick(i,X))               //Detach Base Joint 
                                       { 
          
         servo1.detach(); 
          
                                       } 

There are occasions when detaching a specific 
servo may be useful: for example, when dexterity 
are important and other servos need not be 
active. 
 
This is the same concept when a sniper grounds 
himself to the ground in order to eliminate the 
movements of parts of his/her body. 
 
Serves 2 Purposes :  

1) Better control 
2) Saves power 

servo1.write(s1); Write the value of s1 (Ex. S1 from the button 
Click) to servo1. Servo 1 was defined on pin 2 

 


